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Abstract
While acknowledgments are often overlooked
and sometimes entirely missing from publica-
tions, this short section of a paper can provide
insights on the state of a field. We characterize
and perform a textual analysis of acknowledg-
ments in NLP conference proceedings across
the last 17 years, revealing broader trends in
funding and research directions in NLP as well
as interesting phenomena including career in-
centives and the influence of defaults.

1 Introduction

A research project is seldom a solo endeavor. Dif-
ferent entities contribute ideas, expertise, labor,
money, and many other factors that lead to a
successful project. In a publication, the most
salient contributors are the authors, whose names
are front and center on page one. In this paper,
we investigate the so-called “lesser” contributors,
whose names exist in the acknowledgments sec-
tion of a publication, typically right before the
references. Specifically, we ask several research
questions:

• How common are acknowledgments?
• Who are acknowledged?
• What are they acknowledged for?
• What else can we learn from acknowledg-

ments?

Our analysis of acknowledgments in ACL and
EMNLP conference proceedings presents a view
of the state of the field of natural language pro-
cessing, including:

• trends in the use of acknowledgments
• broader funding trends based on international

government investment
• research trends based on industry gifts
• trends in grant life-cycle and productivity
• culture-specific career incentives of being a

corresponding author
• the influence of defaults on authors’ word

choice

2 Related Work

Acknowledgments have been investigated in both
the social sciences and computer science com-
munities. Scrivener (2009) analyze acknowledg-
ments in history students’ dissertations. Tang et al.
(2017) performed a cursory analysis of funding
acknowledgments in Thomson Reuter’s Web of
Science database. Giles and Councill (2004) ana-
lyzed computer science articles from the CiteSeer
database1, identifying the most common acknowl-
edged entities. Part of our work is similar in design
but focuses specifically on the field of NLP rather
than the broader field of computer science. Paul-
Hus and Desrochers (2019) performed a qualita-
tive analysis of acknowledgments, looking at word
usage patterns. Our study goes into more depth,
looking at specific entities that are acknowledged,
and what they are acknowledged for.

Grant funding is typically acknowledged in the
acknowledgments section, and there is some re-
cent interest in identifying funding sources and
grant numbers as an information extraction task
(Dai et al., 2019; Bian et al., 2021). Our paper
does not tackle the task of grant funding detection
but rather analyzes general trends in grant fund-
ing, as well as other trends. Within the NLP com-
munity, a line of work has extracted insights from
trends and citations in NLP publications (Moham-
mad, 2020a,b,c,d), but has not focused specifically
on acknowledgments.

3 Data

We analyze proceedings of two conferences: the
Annual Meeting of the Association for Compu-
tational Linguistics (ACL), and the Conference
on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (EMNLP). ACL and EMNLP are top-
tier international NLP conferences with a broad
scope and thus would be representative of the

1http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu
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Figure 1: Number of papers in the ACL and EMNLP
main conference proceedings from the past 16 years,
highlighting the exponential growth of the field.

broader NLP community. Specifically, we exam-
ine long and short papers published in the main
conference proceedings from 2005–2021.2 We
download the proceeding PDFs from the ACL
Anthology,3 splitting the file into separate pa-
pers and extracting text using PyMuPDF.4 We ex-
tract the acknowledgments section by searching
for the word Acknowledgments and its spelling
variants, followed by some manual cleaning ef-
forts. We then perform dependency parsing and
named entity recognition on all acknowledgments
using spaCy’s en_core_news_lg model.5 Figure 1
presents the total number of ACL and EMNLP pa-
pers per year, from which we extract a total of
7,838 acknowledgments.

4 Characterizing Acknowledgments

This section, which forms the bulk of our paper,
investigates several research questions that can be
answered by analyzing papers’ acknowledgments.

4.1 How common are acknowledgments?

In the nascent years of NLP, it was common to
see papers published with a single author. For ex-
ample, in the first iteration of EMNLP (1996), 7
of the 15 papers contained a single author, and
4 of the 15 papers contained acknowledgments
(Melamed, 1996; Brants, 1996; Oflazer and Tur,
1996; Mooney, 1996). Nowadays, it is normal to
see 4 or 5 author collaborations, and even more es-
pecially from large industry research groups. Thus

2This excludes workshop papers, system demonstration
papers, and student research papers. We exclude conference
proceedings from 2004 and older because they have not been
compiled into a single file in the ACL Anthology.

3https://aclanthology.org/venues/acl and /emnlp
4https://github.com/pymupdf/PyMuPDF
5spacy.io
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Figure 2: Percentage of papers containing an Acknowl-
edgments section. The most recent years have stag-
nated around 79%.

is it interesting to see how often an acknowledg-
ments section occurs at all.

Figure 2 presents the percentage of papers from
each year containing an Acknowledgments sec-
tion. Over time, the proportion of papers con-
taining acknowledgments has slowly increased,
though in recent years, the proportion has hovered
around 79%. Acknowledgments are not manda-
tory, and it is difficult to investigate why authors
do not include acknowledgments. Perhaps the pub-
lication was truly an isolated effort: the authors
did not receive any funding, did not engage in any
helpful conversations with others, and did not re-
ceive any useful feedback from the reviewers.

4.2 How long are acknowledgments?
Before diving into the contents of acknowledg-
ments, we first investigate the surface-level ques-
tion of how long are acknowledgments. The mean
length of acknowledgments was 305.2 characters
(roughly a fifth of a 2-column page), with a stan-
dard deviation of 172.6 characters. The short-
est acknowledgment, in Singla et al. (2020), was
35 characters: “This work was supported by the
NIH.” The longest acknowledgment, in Nivre et al.
(2007) was an impressive 2,408 characters; we
will not reprint it here. A histogram of acknowl-
edgment lengths is shown in Figure 3.

4.3 Who are acknowledged?
To identify acknowledged entities, we use spaCy
to perform dependency parsing and named entity
recognition on the acknowledgments. To account
for variations in sentence structure and avoid over-
counting, we (1) identify abbreviations for com-
mon government agencies, (2) ignore any names
that are the subject of a “thanking” verb (thank,
acknowledge, appreciate, enjoy), (3) ignore any
names that are the subject of a passive “support-
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Figure 3: Histogram of the length of acknowledgments
(in characters). The mean length of acknowledgments
was 305 characters (std dev of 173 characters).

Agency Govt Count

NSFC China 2,408
National Science Foundation USA 1,653
DARPA USA 920
NKP China 762
European Research Council EU 348
EPSRC UK 221
Air Force Research Laboratory USA 161
IARPA USA 158
Army Research Office USA 154
Office of Naval Research USA 147

Table 1: Most frequently acknowledged government
funding agencies.6

ing” verb (supported, funded), (4) ignore any sen-
tences containing corresponding author or contact
author (see Section 4.3). In addition, we look for
the words reviewer and reviewers, who are often
acknowledged, because the conference review pro-
cess includes a rebuttal phase where anonymous
reviewers provide initial feedback to the authors.

Government Agencies. Government agencies
fund the bulk of NLP research, largely through
grants (Table 1). In the top 10 list of funders, gov-
ernment agencies in China, the US, and Europe
are well-represented. The National Natural Sci-
ence Foundation of China is the most frequently
acknowledged funder, although when combined,
US agencies have funded more publications. No-
tably, many papers are funded by military agen-
cies, which may raise ethical concerns for some
people. For example, in a recent survey of NLP re-
searchers, 36% of respondents agree that it is plau-
sible that AI could produce catastrophic outcomes
in this century, on the level of all-out nuclear war
(Michael et al., 2022).

6NSFC = National Natural Science Foundation of China,
DARPA = Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency,
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Figure 4: Top five government agency acknowledg-
ments plotted over time. Within the last decade, there
has been a drastic rise in Chinese government funding
(NSFC and NKP).

Perhaps more interesting than aggregate counts
is how the trends of funder acknowledgments have
changed over the course of the past two decades
(Figure 4). In the top five funders acknowledged,
the last decade has seen a drastic rise in the num-
ber of Chinese government-funded publications,
indicating heavy Chinese investment into NLP re-
search. This also hints at a larger trend of global
interest and participation in NLP research, which
coincides with the recent (2020) creation of the
Asian chapter of the ACL and the recent (2022)
commitment of ACL to translate conference pro-
ceeding titles into numerous languages for greater
worldwide multilingual access.

Aside: Tracking the Life-Cycle and Produc-
tivity of Grants. Acknowledgments also en-
able us to track a grant’s life-cycle and produc-
tivity as measured by number of publications.
Figure 5 shows the number of publications ac-
knowledging several recent DARPA and ERC
grants: DARPA CwC (2015), DARPA AIDA
(2017-2021), DARPA MCS (2018-2023), and EU
BroadSem (2016-2022). We see that it typically
takes one year after the grant is announced be-
fore works funded under the grants are published.
The number of publications across time also hints
at the scope and success of the grants, with the
number of papers decreasing as the grant comes
to an end. While each funding source may keep
track of such publication metrics resulting from
their funds, we find that acknowledgments are an-
other publicly available source of this information,

NKP = National Key Research and Development Program
of China, EPSRC = Engineering and Physical Sciences Re-
search Council, IARPA = Intelligence Advanced Research
Projects Activity.
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Figure 5: Grants that fund the most number of pa-
pers. The grants are DARPA CwC (Communicating
with Computers), ERC Grant 678254 BroadSem (In-
duction of Broad-Coverage Semantic Parsers), DARPA
AIDA (Active Interpretation of Disparate Alternatives),
and DARPA MCS (Machine Common Sense).

which can be used to further study the impact of
funding on publication rate and scientific produc-
tivity (e.g. Jacob and Lefgren, 2011).

Industry Funders Industry companies also
fund a large portion of NLP research (Figure 6a).
Most of these companies are acknowledged for
providing including research awards, gifts, PhD
fellowships. Notably, Nvidia7 is acknowledged for
grants and gifts of GPUs, which are vital resources
for training neural networks. Perhaps not coinci-
dentally, 2014, the first year Nvidia’s gifts began
to be acknowledged, was a year chock full of influ-
ential papers related to neural networks (e.g. Bah-
danau et al., 2014; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Levy
and Goldberg, 2014; Jia et al., 2014).

People. Figure 6b presents the most frequently
acknowledged NLPers, who are all established re-
searchers with thousands of citations. In addi-
tion, we find that the anonymous reviewers were
thanked in over 51% of all acknowledgments. Peer
review is important for upholding the quality of
publications (Kelly et al., 2014), and it is hearten-
ing that many authors acknowledge and recognize
reviewers’ hard work.

Corresponding Authors. While performing
this analysis, we identified a non-trivial number
(185) of papers whose acknowledgments con-
tained an indication of a paper’s corresponding

7The NLP community does not have a consensus on the
spelling of this company’s name. In acknowledgments, it is
alternately spelled Nvidia, NVidia, and NVIDIA.

Company Count

Google 576
Nvidia 224
Microsoft 182
Amazon 161
Facebook 120
Bloomberg 77
Adobe 34
Salesforce 28
eBay 19
Apple 18

(a)

Person Count

reviewers 4,065
Luke Zettlemoyer 46
Slav Petrov 36
Yoav Goldberg 29
Michael Collins 28
Tom Kwiatkowski 28
Ryan McDonald 27
Mark Yatskar 27
Kenton Lee 27
Chris Dyer 26

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Top 10 most frequently acknowledged
industry companies. (b) Top 10 most helpful NLPers.
The anonymous reviewers were thanked in over 51%
of acknowledgments.

comment 2,861 provide 491
feedback 1,067 support 288
discussion 927 share 149
help 580 advice 119
suggestion 504 assistance 92

Table 2: The top 10 things (lemmatized) researchers
are most thankful for.

author (e.g. XX is the corresponding author of this
paper). While such sentences are common in jour-
nal articles (and are often on the first page of the
paper), it is unusual to see this in NLP conference
proceedings, and notably, these sentences only
occur in papers published by Chinese institutions.
There is a cultural explanation for the career in-
centive of being listed as a corresponding author:
in China, promotions are heavily dependent on
the number of published papers, but only papers
where one is the first author or corresponding
author counts toward this metric (Hvistendahl and
Wang, 2014).

4.4 What are people acknowledged for?

The language in acknowledgments is highly reg-
ular, so to answer this question, we again utilize
dependency parsing, identifying and lemmatizing
the object of the preposition for in the text of the
acknowledgments. The top 10 things researchers
are most thankful for are listed in Table 2. The top
two items, comments and feedback, are often pro-
vided by the reviewers (e.g. We thank the review-
ers for their helpful comments., while discussion,
help, and suggestions are often provided by col-
leagues. Sharing of code, data, and results occur
but is not nearly as prevalent, unfortunately.
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4.5 How do you spell acknowledg... anyway?

This final question that we investigate has plagued
countless authors: how is this word spelled?! We
find four variants of the section title, shown in Fig-
ure 7. Acknowledgements is the traditional British
spelling, while the American spelling omits the E.
Our findings seems to indicate that most authors
prefer the American spelling up until 2020, when
suddenly the British spelling became more popu-
lar. However, this peculiarity has an explanation:
it is likely due to a switch in the spelling of Ac-
knowledgments in the paper templates8,9 provided
to the authors: the 2020 spelling (without the E)
acquired an E in 2021.

Providing defaults. While the question of
spelling may seem inconsequential, it raises a
broader question of how the defaults provided to
authors influence their choices. It is well-known
that most people follow default choices (Thaler
and Sunstein, 2009), and the trends in spelling us-
age of the word Acknowledgments reflect the de-
faults provided in the paper template. However,
almost half of the acknowledgments section head-
ers did not use the default spelling, indicating that
these authors likely made a conscious choice: they
probably deleted the section in the template and
typed it back in when preparing the camera ready,
rather than simply commenting out the section. In-
terestingly, a small minority of papers used the
singular form Acknowledgement/Acknowledgment.
To answer why, future work could investigate au-
thors’ writing process and workflow.

By providing default choices, institutions can
influence individual’s choices while not remov-
ing their freedom to choose. Recently, ACL con-
ferences have been focusing heavily on ethics.
The 2021 iteration of EMNLP required an addi-
tional section on ethical considerations in all sub-
missions. Because this requirement was stipu-
lated in the call for papers but was not included
in the paper template, we found many variations
of this section header in the proceedings, includ-
ing Ethical Considerations, Ethical Consideration,
Broader Impact, Ethics and Broader Impact, and
Ethics Statement. However, the 2022 template in-
cludes Limitations and Ethics Statement sections,
which we expect will be the predominant section
titles in the 2022 proceedings. We also found

8https://2020.emnlp.org/call-for-papers
9https://2021.emnlp.org/call-for-papers
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Figure 7: Spelling variation of the section header. The
trend reversal between 2020 and 2021 is likely due to a
switch in the spelling in the paper template provided to
the authors.

that several papers include an addition section ti-
tled Reproducibility or Code with a link to the
project’s GitHub page, if the link was not already
mentioned earlier in the paper. As a suggestion,
if future *ACL conferences wish to emphasize
other important issues such as reproducibility, they
might consider adding an optional Reproducibility
section to the paper template to nudge authors to
consider this issue in their work.

5 Conclusion

While acknowledgments are seemingly insignifi-
cant and often entirely missing, in this paper we
show that much can be gleaned from this short
section in publications. Our analysis of acknowl-
edgments in NLP conference proceedings reveal
larger trends about the state of NLP research.
Grant funding from government agencies and in-
dustry companies show increases in international
participation and funding, especially from Chinese
funding agencies. Grant acknowledgments also
hint at the life-cycle and productivity of the grants.
We identify the year 2014 as an important year
of research using neural networks, corresponding
with a dramatic increase in Chinese funding and
industry GPU gifts. Textual analyses also reveal
what researchers are most thankful for, and that
some researchers indicate corresponding author, a
career incentive specific to Chinese researchers.
Finally, an analysis of spelling variation reveals
the influence of defaults on the authors’ choice of
section headers. As the field of NLP continues to
grow, followup analyses will help bring to light
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more insights about the field and its behind-the-
scenes contributors, without whom all these pa-
pers would not have been published.

Limitations

This paper investigates acknowledgments in pro-
ceedings of the ACL and EMNLP conferences,
two of the largest, most prominent, international
NLP conferences. This analysis unfortunately can-
not account for the numerous projects that have
been funded but rejected for publication. Our find-
ings may also slightly differ for other types of pub-
lications (e.g. system demo papers, shared task
papers), other venues with a geographical focus
(e.g. AACL, EACL), or venues with a narrower re-
search focus (e.g. workshops, or conferences such
as LREC, CoNLL, WMT). These are all interest-
ing avenues for investigation, and we leave these
for future work.
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